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Abstract 
\Ve conjecture that l' specified sets of l' elements are enough to define an 
S8l BD(2p+ l,p, (1' - 1)/2) when I' == I(mod 4) is a prime or prime power. 
This means in these cases p rows are enough to uniquely define the Hadamard 
matrix of order 21' + 2. We show that the l' specified sets can be used to 
first find the residual BlED(1' + 1,21',1',(1' + 1)/2,(1' - 1)/2) for l' prime 
or prime power. This can then be used to uniquely complete the SRI RD 
for p = 5,9,13 and 17. This is another case where a residual design with 
A > 2 is completable to an S B llJ D, the first such case having been given by 
Seberry in "On small defining sets for SOllie SB I B D( 41 - I, 21 - I, 1 - I)" . 
Bull. leA 4:58-62, 1992. 
We will refer to a d!'sign and its incidence matrix, with treatments as rows 
and blocks as columns, interchangeably. 
Smallest defining sets have been studied by Gray [1,2,4] and minimal defining 
sets by Seberry [8]. Definitions are used from [9, II, 12]. 
Let D = {d1,ti2 , ••• ,d"d be the quadratic residues modulo p == <11 + 1 = q' 
a prime power (we recall zero is neitlier a quadratic resid ue nor a quad ratic 
nonresidue). Let 
E = {dl,d2, ... ,d2t,]J,dl + JI,d2 + p, ... ,d2t + pl. 
Consider a Galois field GF(q') with a primitive element x satisfying g(x) == o. 
Now the clements of this field are integers or polynomials in x. The constant 
term in each element (polynomial) will be referred to as the inteycr. In the 
next description, in working with the first 21 elements of E, integers are reciuc!'d 
modulo q, JI = qr so q + i == i(mod q), ie integers and coefficients fE'main ill thl' 
range 0 to q - I.When working with the last 2t + 1 elements of E the in1.egers 
(not coefficients) are reduced modulo q so p + q + i == p + i(mod q) and ]/ - j := 
p + q - j(mod q) so coefficients remain in the range 0 to q - I and integers in the 
range p to ]I + q - l. 
\Ve label the columns of a partial incidence matrix 0,1, ... ,'1- LT,X + 
I, ... ,x + q- 1,2x, ... ,2.£ + q - 1, ... ,('1- I )(x' - I)/(x-I),]I,]I+ I, ... ,)1+ q-
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1,]1 + X, ... ,p + (q - 1)( xr - 1 )/( I-I), and the rows 0, 1 , ... , q - 1, x, ... , (q-
1)(xr - 1)/(x -1). 
Associate with each row label an index, g; , i = 0, I, ... , qr - 1 , and with 
each column label an index, /] , j = 0,1, ... ,2(( - 1. \\'e now define the sets 
E;,i=O,l, ... ,qr-l by 
Ei = {/]: (lj - 9;)(mod g(x).mod]') E E}, 
as j runs from ° to 2qr - 1. 
1 The case p == l(mod 4) 
Conjecture 1 The p = qr.p ;: I(mod 4) /I prime power'. scts 9ivcn by E" 
i = 0. I •... • P- 1. are (minimal) defining sets for all S IJ I JJ D(2p+ I.p, (1'- 1)/2). 
We will show that the conjecture is true for p = 5.9,13 and 17. 
Example. For p = 5. D = {1,4}, there is no polynomial primitive element and 
E = {1.4,5,6,9}. Now 90 = 0,···.94 = 4', and /0 = 0'/1 = 1, ... ,/9 = 9. To 
find E; we consider 
/0-9;,/,-9;,···,/9-9; 
and/) E E;if/j-9; E E. Hence we have Eo = {I,4,5,6,g}, E, = {2,0,6,7,5}, 
E2 = {3.1,7,8,6}, E3 = {4,2,8,9,i}, E4 = {0,3,g,5,8} where the first twoel· 
ements are reduced modulo 5 to the range ° to 4 and the last three elements are 
red uced modulo 5 to the range 5 to g. 0 
Example. 
For p = 9 = 32 and x 2 = x + I be the primitive polynomial, now J) = 
{I, 2.x + 1,2x + 2} and E = {I, 2.x + 1,2x + 2.9, 10, II,x + 10,2x + ll}. Thus, 
go /0 0, go /6 2x, /'2 x + 9, 
gl /, 1, 97 h 2x + 1, /t3 x + 10, 
g2 h 2, g8 Is 2x + 2, /t4 T + 11, 
g3 h X, /9 g, /ts 2x + 9, 
g., /4 X + 1, /10 10, /w 2x + 10, 
gs /5 X + 2, /1' = 11, /17 2x + 11. 
To find E; we consider 
/0-y;,/,-g""',/17-g; 
and /j E Ei if /] - g; E E. Hence we have 
l~'o = {I,2,x + 1,2x + 2,g, 10, 11,x + 10.2x + II}, 
f:1 = {2,0,x+2,2x,10,1I,9,x+ 11,2x+9}, 
1::2 = {O, l,x,2x + 1,11.9.IO,x + 9,2:r. + 10}, 
10'3 = {x + l,x + 2,2x + 1,2,x + g,x + 10,x + 11.2x + 10, Ill. 
1-:., = {x + 2, x, 2x + 2, O,x + 10, x + 11, x + g, '2x + 11, 9}, 
1-:5 = {x.x+l.2x,l,x+ 11,x+9,x+ 10,2x+9.IO}, 
E6 = {2x + 1,2x + 2, l,x + 2,2x + 9,2x + 10,2x + II, lO,x + l1l. 
1-:7 = {2x + 2. 2x, 2, x, 2x + 10, 2x + 11,2x + 9, 11, x + 9}, 
l-~'R = {2x,2x+ 1,0,x + 1.2x + 11,2x + !),2x + 10,9,x + 12}. 
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where the first four clements arc reduced modulo 3 to the range 0 to 2 and the 
litst five clements have their coellicients in the range 0 to 2 and their integers in 
the range !J to II. 
The incidence matrix is made using the labels 10, ... ,Iqr-I. If fJ E Ej, then 
the (i,j) element of the incidence matrix is 1, otherwise it is zero. Hence the 
incidence matrices for examples 1 and 2 are: 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 !J 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
itnd, as the column labels are 0, 1, 2, x, x + 1, x + 2, ... the incidence matrix is: 
0 1 2 x x+l x+2 2x !J 10 11 x+!J 2x+!J 
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
1 I 0 I 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 I 0 0 0 I 
0 0 1 0 I 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 I I 0 I 
1 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
0 I 0 I 1 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 1 1 1 I 0 
0 I 0 0 0 1 0 1 I 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
(note for spitce reasons not all the labels in the first row arc given). o 
Lemma 1 The incid~"ce matrix of Eo, ... ,Ep_1 aF"/ Ep = {O, 1 .... ,q - l,x, 
.. , ,(If - I)(x' - I)/(x - I)} is a BIBD(p+ I,2p,p,(p + 1)/2,(p - 1)/2). 
Proof. The dimensions, the row sum and the colullln SUIll arc by construction. 
Now the nature of the construction shows that the first p columns of the 
incidence matrix will have (p- 1)/2 = 2t elements and the last p+ 1 colulllns will 
have (I' + 1)/2 = 2t + 1 clements as the elements of a Gitlois fipld are an additive 
group ,tlld as we run through all gj the n1lmber of timps IJ - g, E D for fixed j is 
IDI = "21. 
It remaills to discuss the inner product of the rows. For the last row. frolll 
Ep , the intersection is corrpct by construction. 
The first )J rows can be divided into the first and last p columns. They are the 
incidence matrices of the quadratic residues (the lIlittrix in the 0 to (p- I)st rows 
and the (lth to (]J- I)st columns) and the 4uitdratic r(~sidlll's with 0 in the pth to 
(2p- 1 )st coluIII 1l5. These sets are known [!J] to give 2 - {p; (1'- 1 )/2, (1'+ 1 )/2, (p-








Conjecl ure 2 Th~ sets given iu the last Lemmll (l[,/'(l!J" fonu tht Fc<irillil/ dr:sigFl 
(Jflln SIJI/]f)(21' + 1,1',(p-I)/2). 
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Lemma 2 The sets for l' == 5 ean be uniquely extended to (m SUI J1f)(JJ,.\2). 
Proof. Straightforward use of the properties of an SBI BD. 
Lemma 3 The sets given for p == D elln be uniquely extended to II symmetric 
SBIBD(19,9,4). 
Proof. A search was made for all possible 11th rows to complete the design 
and exactly nine possibilities were found. These nine rows gaH' the following 
SBIBD(lD,9,4): 
0 0 1 J 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 I 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 I 1 1 0 () 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 0 I 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 I I I 
0 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 I 1 1 0 I 1 1 0 I 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 () 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 I () 0 I 
1 0 1 1 1 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 1 I 0 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
o 
The expanded version of the incidence matrix of the S Bl B D( 19, 9, 4) found 
during the construction is row and column permutation equivalent to: 
0 C3 e3 Co 03 OJ OJ 
O~ J-I I I J I I 
Or I J-I I I J I 
oj I I J-I I I J 
rI 0 .1-1 .I-I .I-I I I 
T cJ J-I 0 J-I I .I-I I 
(;1' 
J J-I .1-1 0 I I J-I 
or 
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0 0 I 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 I 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 () 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 I 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 
A similar computer search has verified that: 
Lem rna 4 The sels given by Ihe conjecture Jar p == 13 and 17 can /,.- IUli'luriy 
extended to symmelr'ic SlJIlID(27, 13,6) and SJ3IflD(35,17,o). 
2 The case p =3(mod 4) 
Seberry [8] gave a conjecture for primes 41 - 1 := 3( mod 4) and showed the 
conjecture is true for t == 2,3,.5. Subsequently Gower [7] showed the conjecture is 
true for I == G. We now extend the conjecture of that paper to the case of prime 
powers. 
Conjecture 3 Lei D == {dl,ti 2, ... ,d2t - I } Ix the quadr'alie residues modulo p == 
4t - 1 := 3(mod 4) a prime power. Let x sati.5jy a pr'imitive polynorllial. Wr·itf 
Ihe clcmeJlts oJGF(p) in additive nolulion (IS ghg2, ... ,gp' Define E, == {g) : 
gj-x' E D,i fixed, j == 1, ... ,1',x ED} Jor'i == 1, ... ,21-1. Then IVt ciuim tilE 
sets E1 , ••• ,L21_I,D aJ'e Ihe residual design of an SflIB)J(4t -1,2t - 1,/ -1). 
Conject lIre 4 Sup]JOse 4 t - 1 is {! ]JJ'irnc ]llIwp.r. Then the sds 1--'1, ... , 1:'21-1 ju.'t 
defincd nm be exlnlllcd, tl1liqlleiy, lIl' 10 perlllutation of trclltmcrLls lI~ir"] the IITlk 
1JJ'0]Jf'rty of blocks of (lJl SJJ) [j)) to JO,.,,' IIJI SJJ[BD(,II- 1.'21 - I.t - I). 
Example. If l' == 3(mod 4) == ;)3 with primitive root x satisfying x3 == x + 2 "" 
have J) == {I, '2x, 2J: + I, 2x + 2, x', x' + 2, x 2 + x, x 2 + X + 1, x' + 2X,72 + 2x + 1. 
2x2 + 2,2x2 + x + 1,2x2 + 2x + I}. With the clements of (;1-'(33 ) writtell as 
91,'" ,927 for example g1 == X4 == J.2 + 2x, and E4 == t'l; ; .'I) - J.4 E /J} = 
{g) :!/j-x2 -2x E IJ} == {x2+'2:r+ l,x2+x,x2+x+l,x2+1'~'2,2x)+ 
2x, 2.r2 + 2x + 2,2x 2,2x2 + 1,2x 2 + 2,2]·2 + x, 2x2 +x + 1, 2x + '2, I,x + I.} Th"n 
we claim );1, ... ,CI3 ,D ~i\'(~ a rc,idll~l desi~1I of the Sn)HJ)('27,1:l,G) alit! cell 
be uniquely extended to th;lt dcsif',ll. 
\\le g,iv(' another, siml'lpr prollf of 1,('111111" '2 of [fl]: 
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Lemma 5 Suppose 4t - 1 is a prime. power. Then the sets E 1. 1:2 ... ·, E 1'_1 
defined above can be compleled to Ihe residual dc.~ign IJIIJD(2t,4t-I,2t-l,t,t-
I) oJ an SlJIIJD(4t - 1,21 - 1,1 - I). 
Proof. Since 41 - 1 cannot be written as the SUIlI of two squares, the sets 
E I , E 2 , .•• , E2'-1 do not contain the zero element and are therefore subsets of 
the set of 41 - 2 nonzero elements. We write down A, the 21 - 1 x 41 - 2 
incidence matrix of the E,s. 
From the construction of the S IJ I IJ D( 4 1 - 1,21 - 1,1 - 1) based on the 
quadratic residues, we know that these sets form part of an S IJI B D generated 
from D. In this S IJI IJ D, 1 Ei n D 1= 1 - 1 for each i, and the elements in this 
intersection must be quadratic residues as D contains only quadratic residues. 
lIenee each Ei consists of 1 - I quadratic residues and 1 quadratic uon-residues. 
Thus in the iucidence matrix A, in each column corresponding to a quadratic non-
residue there will be t ones, and since there are 21 - 1 quadratic non-residues, 
these columns contain altogether 1(21 - 1) ones in A. Similarly, in each colullIn 
corresponding to a quadratic residue there will be 1 - lones, and since there are 
2t - 1 quadratic residues, these columns contain altogether (I - 1 )(21 - 1) ones 
in A. This shows A contains (2t - 1)2 ones. 
A may be interpreted in two ways: first, as the incidence matrix of the first 
21 - 1 blocks of an SIJIBD(41 - 1,21 - 1,1 - 1), where each row corresponds 
to a block; second, as the incidence matrix of the first 21 - 1 elemcnts of a 
J] I B D(2t, 4t - 1,21 - 1, I, t - 1), where each column corresponds either to a block 
or to a block with one clement missing. 
Now if we wish to extend each block to form the BI BD(21,41-1. 21-1, I, t-1), 
or in other words, to adjoin one extra row to the matrix A to form the incidence 
matrix B of such a. design, we Illust place one extra one in each of the columns 
which corresponds to a quadratic residue. The number of ones in this additional 
row must be the difference between the number of ones in B and the number 
already present in A, that is 21(21 - 1) - (21 - 1)2 = 21 - 1 precisely. 
Thus the extra row is simply the incidence vcctor of D_ and as already noted 
D intersects each Ei in precisdy t - 1 elements. 0 
\Ve see that a similar result is not true for twin prime power difference 
sets. Indeed Gray and Street [5] indicate that the smallest defining set for an 
SDI BD(I5, 7,3) contains nine blocks. The next example shows why twin prime 
powers are radically difTcren t. 
Example. 
Consider the difference set D = {(0,O),(l,O),(2,O),( 1,1),(1,4).(2,2),(2.3)} 
to generate a (15,7,3) design. As (0,0) is in the difference set, (0,0) + D is D 
again. 
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